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Massage to support  
Pregnancy, Birth and 

Postnatal
for mother and baby

World Massage Conference June 
2013

World Massage Conference Presents:

with Eric Brown

The 
Wonderful
World Of 
Chair 
Massage

The Wonderful World 
of Chair Massage

Eric Brown, Grand Massage Poobah

On the 
agenda

History

Why do chair massage

Choosing and setting up your 
chair

Principles of efficient body use

Example techniques (upper and 
lower body)

Seated massage without the chair

The business of chair massage
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$99.00

$2.99
Kindle

$9.99 
Paperback

$29.99

$2.99
Kindle

$9.99 
Paperback

learnchairmassage.com

On sale for this week only! 

Two DVDs
$89.00

$4.99
DVD (each)

$9.98
Streaming 
(complete)

$19.97

$4.99
DVD (each)

$4.99
Streaming

learnchairmassage.com

free resources
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A short history of chair 
massage

Why do Chair Massage?

Yay!

Massage is acceptable! 
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Massage is Accessible! 
Probably not

19%
of Americans had massage in the past year

*2009 AMTA

25%
of Americans had massage in the past year

*2016 Zogby Analytics
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Shouldn’t we be rich by now?

The reality

$20k

6.9%
of Americans had massage in the past year

*NIH survey of f 88,962 adults

The reality
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Why don’t more 
people use massage?

Is money the issue?
What if massage were free?

10%
Used a gift certificate
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2.4%
Used their massage coverage

*660,000 enrollees - NIH study

If it’s not Money, 
what’s the issue?

Psychological 
Blocks
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Psychological Blocks Nudity

Time

Convenience

Sexual associations

Fear of the unknown

What if…
…we could provide a 
massage service that 
overcame common 
barriers to getting 
massage?
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Psychological Blocks Quick 

Inexpensive

Keep your clothes on

No fear: You know what’s going 
to happen and who’s doing it

Convenient

Comes to where you’re at

No greasy oils

The Massage Chair

Why you need a 
massage chair

Whoa! This is a 
REAL massage! Seriously real!
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It’s a balance
Ease of use

VS

Client comfort

Stronglite portal pro

Oakworks portal pro
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NRG Grasshopper
(Massage Warehouse)

Bottom line
Buy your chair 
from a reputable 
manufacturer

the Massage chair

Set up your chair for 
maximum client comfort
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Important points...
The chair setup is important!

Show and tell, then watch and tell

ABC’s

1,2,3’s

Ensures comfort & prevents fainting

Important points...
Have the person slide forward in the seat and make sure the 
abdomen is supported

Put the person’s head in a comfortable flexed position and 
bring the face rest up to meet their face

Check that you can see their eyes and that there is 
clearance for the anterior neck

Visually check the head and neck throughout the massage

Ensures comfort & prevents fainting

Effortless Chair Massage
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Effleurage 
this!

8 principles of efficient 
body use

1. Keep your spine in a neutral alignment

2. Align body segments in the direction of force

3. Place peripheral joints in a mid-range 
position

4. Let gravity do the work

5. Move to maintain good alignment

6. Use large muscle groups

7. Reinforce your contact point

8. Integrate a relaxation phase into each 
techniques

Summary
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Two DVDs
$89.00

$4.99
DVD (each)

$9.98
Streaming 
(complete two 
volumes)

$19.97

$4.99
DVD (each)

$4.99
Streaming

learnchairmassage.com

learnchairmassage.com

Free and paid 
resources 

seated Massage 
without the chair
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Support the chest

Support the head

Support the low back
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The Fainting 
Phenomenon

Why people faint with 
chair massage and how 
to make sure it doesn’t 
happen to you

learnchairmassage.com

download the 
complete article

Carotid sinus reflex
Pressure to the carotid 
artery  reflexly causes a 
rapid decrease in blood 
pressure
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How to avoid 
triggering the 
reflex...

Loosen ties, collars, 
jewelry

Ensure proper 
positioning in the 
face cradle

Nausea and 
lightheadedness

What to do when someone faints
Don’t leave them alone

Get them on the floor

Be a crash mat

Do NOT panic!!
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The business of 
chair massage

How to profit from 
Chair Massage
Corporate

Retail massage

Marketing tool to pull 
clients into your 
practice

Teach workshops

Retail = Individual pays

Corporate VS. Retail
Corporate = Organization pays
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pros
High $$ value

High utilization

Prestige

Corporate

Cons
Sales issues: 
Bureaucracy and reaching 
a decision maker

Long sales cycle

Extend Accounts Rec’ble

Ability to scale

Corporate

Fortune 500 vs. Mom & pop
Complex sale Simple sale
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Target Your Market

FARM Your Market

learnchairmassage.com

$99.00

$2.99
Kindle

$9.99 
Paperback

Just launched on 
Amazon! 

On sale for this 
week only!

400 pages!
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Companies do not buy “chair massage”

They buy 
solutions 

to problems

Stress

Heavy work periods

Special events

Thank you’s

Premium or incentive

Promotional tool

Employee retention

Absenteeism

Employee morale

Meetings & conventions

It’s hard to sell “wellness”
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“Retail” does not 
mean “store”
Retail massage is 
any situation where 
you are paid by an 
individual

Minimize 
your risk

Rent a retail space

Rent a space within a host 
facility

Work in a host facility for a 
percentage of sales

Work in a host facility rent-
free

High risk

Low risk

Move people into your practice
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“Give to Get”

Teach


